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Abstract 
This thesis investigates an elemental bio-imaging technique that may be used to detect 
calcium phosphate-based {CaP) crystals in cartilage. CaP crystals are associated with 
osteoarthritis and define a subset of other arthritides. It is not yet known if these crystals play 
a direct role in disease conception/progression or are markers of joint damage. Improving our 
understanding of the processes involved in crystal formation and their relationship to arthritis 
may lead to the identification of therapy targets or biomarkers, enabling the development of 
effective treatments or early detection and monitoring of the disease. This is hindered by the 
small size and complex biological matrix which make crystal detection difficult using 
traditional technologies. Greater understanding may be achieved through the application of 
novel technologies, such as those described in this thesis, to crystal detection in biological 
materials. 
Metallomics is an emerging field first defined in the early 2000's. It is the study of free metals 
and metal containing species; their interactions, transformations and functions in biological 
systems. The study of metals is of great importance since many metals play essential ro les in 
maintaining physiological functions or ca use toxicity in organisms. Spatially resolved 
elemental maps offer unique insights into the role of metals at the tissue and cellular level. 
The production of element distribution maps is termed elemental bio-imaging. 
Laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) is an elemental 
bio-imaging technique capable of providing elemental maps, increasingly applied to t he study 
of metals and non-metals in biologica l samples. LA-I CP-MS offers t he benefits of di rect multi-
e!ement ana lysis of solid samples with minimal sample preparation, high sensitivity and 
detection of trace, minor and major elements. In this study LA-ICP-MS was applied to t he 
detection and identification of calcium phosphate-based {CaP) crystals in human cartilage and 
synovial fluid samples. 
The LA-ICP-MS elemental bio-imaging method was developed to detect and identify CaP 
crystals in cartilage and synovial fluid. The analysis of Ca is hindered by interfering species in 
the mass spectrum {e.g. 40Ar+, 12C160 2+). Two methods of interference reduction were 
investigated to improve Ca detection: cool plasma and collision/reaction cell {CRC). The CRC 
method gave the best improvements in signal-to-background ratios, detection limits and 
~ xxv ~ 
Abstract 
isotope ratio accuracy. The affect of Ca (44Ca 2 +) and Sr-based (
88Sr2+) interferences on Sr and 
Ca isotope signal intensities was also investigated. Both elements produced a negligible effect 
on the respective analyte signal intensities. 
Development of a new quantification procedure was undertaken to further improve the LA-
ICP-MS imaging method by defining a scale for easy crystal detection. Current quantification 
procedures are time consuming and laborious. Thin polymer films spiked with analytes and 
prepared by the spin coating technique were validated using tissue standards and finally used 
to quantify cartilage sections stained for CaP crystals. The films were prepared from a 
solution containing 10 % PMMA, 40 % xylene and 50 % chlorobenzene. The new 
quantification procedure also enabled the inclusion of multiple internal standards (IS) by 
placing the tissue sample on top of the film . Factors affecting the efficacy of ISs were also 
investigated . A close match in mass was the dominating factor in selecting optimal analyte/IS 
pairings and ablation cell design was also identified as an important factor in IS selection. For 
soft tissue analysis, 13C was found to be an effective IS but an element closer in mass to the 
analyte provided better signal compensation. 
The developed LA-ICP-MS elemental bio-imaging technique was successfully applied to the 
detection of CaP crystals in cartilage. This is the fi rst study to show the correlation between 
CaP crystals and Sr and therefore this technique may provide new insights into the processes 
involved in crystal generation and their relationship to arthr'tis. 
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